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This book is an excellent little collection of excerpts from some of A. W. Tozers finest books. I am

both amazed and brokenhearted at the fact that these were written about 50 years ago, and the

problems he deals with have only gotten worse. The importance of the topics and thier relevance to

todays Christians make this a must read. The Holy Spirit moved to convict me through this book,

and now I am wanting to study the whole of these works. Be prepared.

GEMS FROM TOZER is what the title suggests: a collection of gems from a man of God who was

equal parts insightful, honest, and bold; all of it inspired. This collection is drawn from several of his

better-known works and presents them to form a readable, relevant whole. These "gems" are crisp,

authoritative, provocative pieces to challenge every believer.The most startling feature of these

writings is their relevance and insight into the state of the world and the church. Page after page

leaves the leader astonished that he wrote during the 1940's and 50's. They shout the headlines of

today and serve as a prophetical warning to the body of Christ. They are also encouraging,

insightful and powerful to the believer. Here are some examples:"Every man is as full of the Spirit as

he wants to be.""Our prayers are only as powerful as our lives.""In the church of God two opposite

dangers are to be recognized and avoided; they are a cold heart and hot head.""In ourselves



nothing; in God, everything."Tozer's landmark book was THE PURSUIT OF GOD, from which many

gems have been unearthed. It is, in my opinion, a volume second only to the Bible in relevance,

truth, and insight. GEMS will delight, increase faith, challenge, and encourage the reader.

This is a book you will treasure and re read many times. Great depth and you will see a new truth

with each read. Keep this little book handy because you will be blessed with Tozer's spiritual

understanding.

"Gems from Tozer" is a great way to read the best snippets from a lot of Tozer's other books.

Whether you are a fan of Tozer, or have never read him, this is great reading.

Tozer writes in a way you can understand!! To KNOW!!! THAT JESUS CHRIST!! IS REAL!! HE truly

is...the SON of GOD! Who was sent on the earth that was already made!! Came (Down as a

baby---lived on earth...grew up on this earth! From a virgin birth until he was 33 years of age! At

twelve years old ---He began showing others that He was not... just a normal boy! Then when His

Misistry began... the miracles He performed, the teachings He gave...Most people people didn't

Beleive!! Then...He was persecuted!! Unjustly found ...'guility'!! Therefore, He died on the cross---for

our sin's, because He was sinless!! AS, Promised in HIS Word, He...God the Faher, sent HIS HOLY

Spirit to live in Us!! All you have to do is BELIEVE!!

If you really desire to understand Truth and want to distinguish Truth from deception, this book is a

MUST READ! It truly has life-changing facts on most every page! Read it and keep it close by to

read and share with others! You will discover GEMS about life each time you pick it up!

I have read this book over and over and over again! And every time I read it I get so much out of it.

It's a small book, Excerpts from his other books. Very good.

Tozer is one of the Christian BEST...
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